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story nothing but a stanza of purely general application. Therefore
he expanded the idea contained in the verse, and undertook at the
same time to explain the origin of the habit alleged therein. So we
find, in Story 1 of JR, an account of how the king gave the specific
amounts mentioned in the original stanza successively to a certain
specific beggar on a definite occasion; and the way in which this
particular beggar " won the favor " of the king, and so earned the last
and greatest reward, was by the narration of the story of the Jealous
King and the Ungrateful Prince. This story (JR XI and XII) is thus
removed from its original place in the frame-story and inserted in
Story 1. It has no point whatever here, no connexion with the con-
text (which it fitted so well in its original place), but it gives the first
statue a story to tell, and so satisfies the strict (tho rather wooden)
artistic standard adopted by the redactor of JR. That the story
belongs at the place where it is found in the orthodox versions was
felt even by Weber (page 249, note 4), in spite of his belief that JR was
in general more original; and it must, I think, be evident to every-
one. To my mind at least this is another and a very striking indication
of the secondariness of JR.
After this point the arrangement of the parts of JR is in strict accord
with SR (and undoubtedly with the original Vikramacarita). Its
departures from the original order may then be stated as follows:
Original I remains JR I.    (See the Table at p. xii.)
Original II becomes JR IV.
Original Ilia becomes JR VI.
Original lllb becomes JR VUL
Original IV becomes JR X.
Original V becomes JR II.
Original V1-V1I (called by me JR X1-X1I) become parts of JR 1.
Original VIII becomes JR III.
JR V, VII, and IX have no correspondents in the original.
4. Argumenta or stanzas siuninariziag a story. — A noteworthy
peculiarity of JR consists in the argumenta (to keep a term adopted
by Weber) or stanzas (one or two in each case) summarizing the main
points of the story, found at the beginning of Stories 2-14 inclusive,
and at the end of Stories 17-2& inclusive. These are curious per-
formances, the exact like of which I do not know of elsewhere. In
my article, AJP. 33.266, I compared them (" as a rather imperfect
Hindu analogon ") to the stanzas which in the Paficatantra and other
Hindu fable collections are familiarly used to introduce each individual

